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LeAnn Nickelsen, 

M.Ed. brings powerful, evidence-based tools and strategies 

that boost student achievement with lasting results. In fact, 

LeAnn is a national expert at: 

✓ Closing Learning Gaps in Struggling 

Students 

getting high-poverty students to grade level 

✓ Differentiating Instruction & Growing Literacy   

to meet every students’ needs in all content areas 

✓ Follow-up Coaching for Confidence and 

Collective Efficacy from relationships to lesson-

planning, feedback and better student learning 

 

BACKGROUND: She’s a former teacher of the year, a Jensen-certified, brain-research trainer 

for over 20 years and has authored over 13 practical books including Deeper Learning: 7 

Powerful Strategies for In-Depth and Longer-Lasting Learning (co-authored with Eric Jensen).  

Her unique customized options will ensure the new learning gets implemented because of 

extraordinary follow-up coaching skillsets. She’s worked with over 450 schools in 40 states and 

gets rave reviews from both teachers and leadership alike. 

 

APPROACH: LeAnn Nickelsen gives you the “whole package” as a trainer. She always listens 

first, then works to customize and personalize your event based on exactly what you and your 

staff/students need. She role models every skill for your staff to show HOW it’s done.  She 

shares real stories and examples from real schools to drive strong, get to grade-level 

achievement. This approach means you get a passionate, engaging and highly practical 

training that your staff can implement immediately to raise student learning. 

 

THE BUZZ: Read what just one of her raving fans said about her recent work: 

“LeAnn has been an amazing support for Westlawn Elementary over the last two years. She immediately understood our struggle and instantly began 

working on ways to transform our campus. LeAnn’s guidance helped us focus on opportunities for student and teacher growth. What LeAnn does is 

amazing…it is really a talent. She has tremendous resources and loads of energy. She contributed tremendously in changing our campus culture to 

having a growth mindset, and most importantly, helping us believe we as a campus could be successful. We have many rewards from collaborating with 

her, and she continues to help motivate and focus our campus.  We believe the possibilities are endless! LeAnn’s ability to communicate with teachers 

and assess the educational and emotional needs of a student is outstanding. LeAnn truly loves working with teachers, giving it her all, listening to their 

needs and providing guidance.”Nichole S. & Kiandra W., Texarkana, TX (2018) 
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The Criteria for Success for a Fully-Aligned Lesson 

And to Double the Speed of Learning 

The Planning Stage 

Learning Target o Clearly posted and can be seen by students 
o Written in student-friendly language 
o Includes an appropriate, rigorous verb and content/skills with “I Can” 
o Connected & Aligned to your state standards 
o Used throughout the lesson (beginning, middle and end) 
o Student is able to explain to visitor the Learning Target 
o Can be reached by the end of the lesson that day 
 

Formative 
Assessment: 

o Student work is calibrated to the Learning Target – directly connects 
o Measures the mastery of the Learning Target (quantifiable – you can 

collect data to determine where each student is with the LT) 
o Has the Criteria for Success to explain the characteristics (see below) 
o Should be “checked” to drive your next step of instruction 
o Some are short and sweet; some are more in-depth 
 
2-3 formatives are used in a lesson (some examples) 

• Student work – the assignment – the main formative 

• Evidence on Dry-Erase boards 

• Exit Ticket 

• Turn & Talk 

• Teacher Observation (clipboard) 

• Self-Assessment 

• Peer Assessment 

• Writing 

• Questioning 

• Other: _______________ 

 

Criteria for 
Success: 

o Directly connected to the formative assessment 
o Describes the qualities or characteristics of the formative in order to 

reach mastery 
o Specific and clear for all students to understand exactly what is 

expected – can be seen by all students – written in kid-friendly 
language 

o Rigor was considered when creating C for S 
o Each criterion is evaluated and used to give feedback to students 
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All About Learning Targets 
Sources:  Reeves, Anne. (2014) Where Great Teaching Begins. ASCD.   

Dueck, Myron (2014). Grading Smarter Not Harder.  ASCD 

Moss & Brookhart (2012)  Learning Targets.  ASCD 

 
1.  A Learning Target includes a powerful verb and specific content that becomes the 

learning goal for the day’s lesson.  It’s what student will know and be able to do at the 

end of the lesson.  The kids can explain what they are to accomplish during that class 

period because of this posted Learning Target.   

2.  A Learning Target is a micro-goal based on the Big Goal:  The Standard.  It’s a specific 

step toward accomplishing the big, broad standard.  IT IS NOT THE STANDARD, but 

rather a step toward achieving the standard. 

3.  Learning Targets should have powerful verbs that you can visualize your students 

doing.  Avoid the following vague verbs:  understand, learn, know, explore, be familiar 

with, comprehend, appreciate, think about, see, and realize. 

4.  To help you create a better Learning Target, add the phrase “at the end of this 

lesson” before it.  EX:  At the end of this lesson, students will write a How To about how 

5 local businesses have come into existence as a result of urbanization. 

5.  Characteristics of Good Learning Targets: 

• They are clear and specific  

• They focus on thinking rather than activities 

• Their mastery can be demonstrated 

• They are measurable (mastery, close or not yet) 

• They help students get to a bigger picture:  the standard 

• They are written so students understand them and with “I can” language. 
 

6.  Four types of targets: 

• Knowledge targets (What do I need to know?) EX:  I can list 4 conditions in 1930s 
Germany that resulted in Hitler gaining power. 

• Reasoning targets (What can I do with what I know?)  EX:  I can explain how the 
U.S. followed a policy of isolationism in the 1930’s. 

• Skill targets (What can I demonstrate?)  EX: I can research a member of the Jewish 
community from 1930’s Germany and give a 2 minute speech on his/her specific 
concerns or challenges. 
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• Product targets (What can I make to show my learning?)  EX:  I can write a 1-2 
page reflection on my experience at our own Paris Peace Conference.  My written 
assignment will incorporate the following topics… 
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS SITE (rubrics, checklists): 

http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html 

  
7.  Every Learning Target must be assessed somehow in order to determine who was 

successful hitting it and then responding to those who didn’t make it to the Learning 

Target.  To determine:  Pre-Assessment, Formative Assessment or Summative 

Assessment;   Traditional or Alternative;  What are directions for assessment?  Does this 

assessment help students get to the Learning Target?  Is it evidence of mastery?  Is it 

valid and reliable? 

 
CHALLENGE:  Give students a list of Learning Targets at the beginning of a unit so 
they can progress monitor their levels of mastery of each Learning Target.   
www.thecurriculumcorner.com (has examples ready to go) 
 
 

List Examples of Good Learning Targets: 
 
I can define simile and recognize and explain examples from our literature. 
I can explain and give evidence of how metaphors and similes enhance the story. 
I can subtract a one-digit number from a two-digit number with regrouping and with the 
use of cubes. 
I can list the characteristics of a bureaucracy and three agencies or subunits of the 
federal government. 
I can analyze certain issues the U.S. has been facing and relate them to the appropriate 
type of independent agency. 

 

  

http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html
http://www.thecurriculumcorner.com/
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The Formative Assessment Process 

Note-Taking Page 

 

 

 

 

  

Step One

Chunk 

(Teach)

Step Two

Chew 

(Learn)

Step Three

Check 

(Evaluate)

Step Four

Change 

(Differentiate)

 

Where 

am I 

going? 

Where 

am I now? 
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Instructional Cha-Cha’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHUNK 

Chunk It 

Introduce students to the knowledge and skills 
required in the standard— Use a variety of 
Instructional Methodologies and Materials   

 

• Reading 

• Interactive technology 

• Teacher-led demonstrations 

• Investigative activity 

• Short Interactive presentation 

• Video Clips 

• Visuals- Artful Thinking 

 

Chew It 

Provide processing opportunities— Use a 
variety of engaging Processing/Thinking 

Strategies that are aligned to the cognitive 
demand of the standard 

 

• Socratic Seminars 

• Writing 

• Cooperative Learning Structures 

• Reciprocal Teaching 

• Thinking Maps 

• Interactive Games 

• Technology 

 

Check It 

Check for understanding— Use a variety of Formative Assessments 

that align to the cognitive demand of the standard 

 

 

 

Change It with Feedback 

Analyze formative assessment data to determine 

student mastery of skills and knowledge— Use a variety 

of strategies to respond to the needs of students 

• Change Pacing  

• Change Grouping 

• Change Small Group Support (Specialized Instruction) 

• Change Scaffolding 

• Change Strategies 

• Exit Tickets 

• Self-Assessments 

• Projects 

• Practice (classwork or homework) 

 

 

 

• Dry-Erase Boards 

• Mini Conferences 

• Student responders 
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Fisher and Frey’s Gradual Release of Responsibility Combined with the Four-Step 

Instructional Cycle 

The 4-
Step 
Cycle 

Gradual 
Release of 

Responsibility 
 

What is the teacher doing? What are the students doing? 

Chunk It 1. Focus 
Lesson “I Do” 

• Shares Learning Target, purpose of lesson 

• Makes content relevant and interesting 

• Models the skill or explains/shows content 
(Think Aloud – “I statements”) 

• Directs instruction 

• Engaging tools are used 

• 10-15 minutes long (depends on age of 
students) 

 
 
 
 
 

• Actively listening and watching 

• Seated near the teacher 

• Possibly taking notes  

Chew It, 
Check It, 

and 
Change It 

2. Guided 
Practice  
 “We Do” 

• Interactive instruction 

• Guides/helps students 

• Asks questions – dialogue crafted between 
teacher and students 

• Prompts and cues to support students 

• Listens to conversations to assess 

• Starts to release some responsibility so 
students try the learning 

• Differentiates when needed (change 
instruction) 

• Pulls small groups based on what is seen or 
heard 

• Gives feedback to move work closer to 
Learning Target 

• Responding to questions 

• Practicing what was just learned 

• Asking questions for clarification 

• Peer help; turn and talk 

• Making thinking “visible” so teacher 
can assess 

• Receiving feedback and changing 
work accordingly 
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Chew It, 
Check It, 

and 
Change It 

3. 
Collaboration  

“Two Do” 

• Creates opportunities for student conversations 
– create purposeful groups 

• Creates question and statement stems to help 
some with discussions 

• Has word walls available so students can use 
academic and domain-specific vocabulary 
terms 

• Listens and observes students 

• Documents the daily data – where students are 
with Learning Target 

• Organizes  

• Gives feedback to move work closer to 
Learning Target 

 
 
 

• Discussing what was learned in 
structured manners with academic 
vocabulary 

• Practicing what was learned 

• Receiving feedback from one another 
and changing work accordingly 

• Making connections 

• Reflecting and assessing 
productiveness of their group work 
time 

Chew It, 
Check It, 

and 
Change It 

4. Independent 
Practice 

In School & 
Homework  
“You Do” 

• Confers with students; possibly pulling a small 
group of students to reteach, get extra support 
and scaffolding (differentiate) 

• Observes and documents student 
understanding 

• Gives feedback to move work closer to 
Learning Target 

• Clarifies confusions 
 
 

• Strategically applying what was 
learned in the lesson to complete the 
assessment given (this assessment 
is evidence of reaching the Learning 
Target) 

• Assessing personal progress toward 
Learning Target 
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Gradual Release of Responsibility 

Model 
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Improve Memory with RARE Moments! 

 

R = Relevant 

A = Acted Out 

R = Retrieved  

E = Emotional 

Characteristic Examples 
Relevant content 
 
GOAL:  to connect the content 
with each child – his or her 
background knowledge (culture, 
history, voice, goals, 
experiences, interests, 
knowledge, etc.) 
 
Benefits:  Meaning and Interest 
increase! 

• Activate prior knowledge (dice with 6 questions, 
Super Sleuth, Questions about experiences, Show-N-
Tell about specific topic, etc.) 

• Field Trips before teaching unit 

• Research that answers their questions and part of 
your curriculum too 

• Writing about:  Connections with me, other books 
and media, my town, family, world, etc. 

 

Acted Out content • Kinesthetic Vocabulary – act out the words to have 
others guess the word 

• Simulations and role plays with content 

• Gesture while you speak/teach 

• Create a physical quick movement that helps others 
understand your concepts, words, or processes. 

• 3 Minute Skit to summarize learning for the subject 
area 

• Use arms and hands to remember a process:  divide, 
multiply, subtract, bring down (long division) 

 
 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://maitecrosa.blogspot.com/2013/05/rare-el-false-friend-de-hoy-no-es-para.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=LlOxVMr-F8WZyAS-54KQAw&ved=0CC4Q9QEwDA&usg=AFQjCNHZlkHYeiDJnsXJAHEEoB3ay1PUWQ
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Retrieved content by 
student 

• Self-Quizzing - Can students create a self-quiz 1-2 
nights before a big test to see what they can recall 
before studying?  If students know something 
without having to look it up – they don’t need to 
study it! 

• Warm-Ups - Ask students to write down what they 
remember from yesterday’s lesson or give them a 
specific question to answer 

• Vocabulary Game every Friday using past words - 
Space out retrieval practice 1-2 times a week – 
especially vocabulary.  

• Review concepts – plan time to do this! Make it a 
routine. 

• Quick Writes or Quick Draws to see what they 
remember from the lesson – great Exit Tickets to see 
how students learned the target that day. 

• Anchor Charts – write down the key points about 
your lessons so students have a visual to refer to.  
Every now and then, cover it up and have them 
retrieve pieces of it to see what they remember.  

 

Emotional content  

• Do something they don’t expect in the middle of your 
lesson that is also relevant to your lesson (dress up, 
show startling photo, read an odd story, ask a funny 
question, do something incorrectly, pop a bag, do a 
magic trick, etc.) 

• Cooperative Learning experiences can evoke 
emotions - social, solving problems, empathy, etc. 

• Use music to evoke emotion 

• Tell/read stories about real people 

• Create opportunities for competition 
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EXAMPLES of  

Formative Assessments 

Quick 
Little Bitty Chews 

More In-Depth 
Main Formatives 

• Dry Erase Boards 

• Exit Slips 

• Super Sleuth 

• Think-Pair-Share (Turn & Talk) 

• 30 Second Expert 

• Quick Write 

• Quick Draw 

• Anchorperson 

• Ball Toss 

• Do 3 and Come See Me 

• Show Me Cards 

• Observations with 
Cruisin’ Clipboards 

• Student Self-Assessments 

• Touch Cards with vocabulary 
words or concepts 

•  Sentios (electronic) 

•  

• Stop-N-Thinks 

• 6 Thinking Hats 

• Mindmapping 

• Cornell Notes 

• Interactive Notebooks 

• Writing 

• Projects 

• Sorting and Explanation 
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Pinch Cards 

 

 

A B 
C D 

 

TRUE  

  
  
  

NOT TRUE  

TRUE WITH  

MODIFICATIONS  

 

UNABLE TO 

DETERMINE  

Based on 
information learned  
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Students Are 
Chewing

(Doing)

Informal 
Checkpoint

(see/hear some
student thinking)

Self-Assessment 
Indicators; bounce 
around to get the 

gist; lean and listen

Group Work and 
group share out; 
turn & talks; etc.

Formal Checkpoint

(see/hear ALL
student thinking)

Kleenslates or dry-
erase boards; pin 

cards,  Plickers; Exit 
Tickets

Conferences with 
students; project 

or writing feedback

Responding to the 
Checkpoint

Immediate 
Response

Feedback to move 
work forward

Change instruction -
differentiate

Next Day Response

Feedback integrated into a re-teach mini 
lesson that has been planned out for 

particular students based on the 
checkpoint data
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Cruisin’ Clipboard 

Learning Target: 

 
Learning Target: 

 
Learning Target: 

 
(Student Names) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(Student Names) 

 
(Student Names) 

 

Learning Target: 

 
Learning Target: 

 
Learning Target: 

 
(Student Names) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(Student Names) 

 
(Student Names) 
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Exit Slip 
Date: _______________ 

Name:  

Learning Target: 
______________________________ 
______________________________ 
______________________________ 

 
 
 
     Did Not             Need More            Got It! 
    Get It Yet             Practice 

Why? _____________________ 
__________________________ 
__________________________ 
 

Demonstrate: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

If students check the boxes:  Did Not Get It Yet or 

Need More Practice, they need to explain why in 

the lines below it.  Here are some great phrases to 

guide their response: 

• I don’t understand how to… 

• I don’t understand the word… 

• I don’t understand how ____________ is related to 

_________________. 

• I don’t understand how ____________ caused 

__________________________________. 

• My question is… 

• I need you to show me… 

• I need more practice with… 
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My Progress Learning Graph 

My name: ____________________________________ 

Subject Area: ____________________________ 
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________________’s  Target Tracker 

Unit: __________________________ Dates: ________________ 

“I Can” Target Not 
There 

Yet 

Still 
Practicing 

Got It! Comments 

1. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

2. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

3. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

4. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

5. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

• Potential Comments - I need more practice or Not There Yet Stems: 
• I don’t understand how to… 

• I don’t understand the word… 

• I don’t understand how ____________ is related to _________________. 

• I don’t understand how ____________ caused __________________________________. 

• My question is… 

• I need you to show me… 

• I need more practice with… 
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Weekly Target Practice 

Student Self-Assessment (K-3) 
Name: ______________________________Subject: __________________________________  Unit: ___________________ 

Target Comments 

Monday Target: 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 

 
 

Why did you place the “X” in that 
particular location? 
 
 
 
 
Demonstrate: 

Tuesday Target: 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 

 
 

Why did you place the “X” in that 
particular location? 
 
 
 
Demonstrate: 

Wednesday Target: 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 

 

Why did you place the “X” in that 
particular location? 
 
 
 
Demonstrate: 

Got It!

Need More Practice

Not Yet

Got It!

Need More Practice

Not Yet

Got It!

Need More Practice

Not Yet
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•  

Thursday Target: 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 

 
 

Why did you place the “X” in that 
particular location? 
 
 
 
Demonstrate: 

Friday Target: 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 

 
 

Why did you place the “X” in that 
particular location? 
 
 
 
Demonstrate: 

 

Conference with teacher notes (goals for weekend 

review/next week):

Got It!

Need More Practice

Not Yet

Got It!

Need More Practice

Not Yet
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 Slide through 
the WHOLE 

word 
 
 

Think:  Does 
this look right, 

sound right, 
make sense? 

 

 

 

Use Context 
Clues 

If you are 
unsure 
about a 
word, read 

around the sentence to 
see if the author gives 
you a synonym, 
antonym, or example.   
 

Create a mental 
image 

Read AHEAD 
 

If you’re 
confused, 

keep 
reading to 

see if 
meaning 

builds from 
the text. 

 

Description from 

the text + What I 

Know = Picture in 

my mind 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Arrow_east.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Step-By-Step Vocabulary Instruction 

*For any content area subject (math, social studies, science, language arts, economics, 
music, art, etc.).  *Starting with a unit. 
 

1.  Pre-assess your students for their word knowledge of the upcoming unit words. 

➢ Cloze activity (fill in blank) 
➢ Matching 
➢ Paragraph writing 
➢ Picture-Word Match 
➢ Categorizing words 
➢ General Self-Assessment—Likert Scale 

 
2. Choose words to teach according to the curriculum. 
➢ Choose words based on pre-assessment results. 
➢ Choose words that have a probability of improving academic success. 
➢ Choose words that enable students to master the objective at hand. 
➢ Choose Tier 2 words most often 
➢ Ten Year Question 

➢ Clues or no clues? 
 
Use the following questions to help you choose your words: 
 

► Which words are most important to understanding the text to be read?  In other 
words, without knowing these words, the selection just won’t make sense. 

► Which words will help the students answer the Essential Question or master the 
outcome?  

► Is the word seen frequently within the text? 
► Is the word important for building understanding for the next layer of learning? 
► Did the pre-test show that many students don’t understand this meaning? 
► Will this word be important to know ten years from now? 

 
3.  Create a Web of Words showing the big picture of how all of these words within 
your unit relate to one another (big picture).  Distribute a copy of this web so all students 
may add to it OR make it your Word Wall. 
 
4.  Create individual daily lesson plan outcomes based on standards and curriculum all 
related to your unit of instruction. 
 
5.  Decide which words will be taught with each outcome. 
 
6.  Decide when to teach the words within the lesson:  before learning, during learning 
and/or after learning. 
 
7.  Explicitly teach these words by using Marzano’s 6-Step Process. 
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STEP 1 – Provide a description, explanation, or example of the new term.  (See 
how to create a word description) 

• Tell a story that uses the term 

• Video or computer images 

• Current events 

• Build on experiences 
 

STEP 2 – Students restate the description or explanation in their own words. 

• Critical to be in their own words 

• Students may write these statements in Vocabulary Log 
 
STEP 3 -Students construct a nonlinguistic representation of the term. 
 

• Draw the actual thing 

• Draw an example 

• Draw a symbol if its abstract 

• Use computer graphics 

• Dramatize the term 
 
STEP 4 – Plan activities that help students add to their knowledge of the term.  
Determine if these activities will be given before, during or after the 
reading/learning. 
 

• Make associations 

• Identify relationships (synonym, antonyms, affixes and roots) 

• Compare or contrast terms 

• Create metaphors, similes, analogies (or solve them) 

• Classify the terms 

• Elaborate on the word in multiple ways 
*Create opportunities to add to or revise representations 
 

STEP 5 – Discuss terms with other students 

• Partner, small group or even whole group 

• Share nonlinguistic representations 

• Share new understandings and questions 

• Use the words in discussions 
STEP 6 – Involve students periodically in games that allow them to play with and 
review the terms. 

WORD GAMES FOR THE CLASSROOM 

• Kinesthetic Vocabulary 

• Pictionary 

• Jeopardy 

• Catch Phrase 

• Taboo 

• $25,000 Pyramid 

• Balderdash 

• Boggle 

• Charades 

• Outburst 

• Password 

• Scattergories 
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• Win, Lose, or Draw 

• Oodles 

• Scrabble 

• Word Yahtzee 

 
 
8.  Decide how to differentiate these strategies so that all students can learn the 
words’ meanings through several different ways. 
 

➢ Consider student’s learning style, multiple intelligences, readiness level 
(background knowledge), interests, etc. 

➢ Students add multiple layers of understanding of a word’s meaning through a 
variety of exposures to the word. 

o Teacher presenting mini-lessons on content with new word included 
o Reading text book/resource books including words 
o Using age-appropriate glossaries 
o Repetitive use of words in classroom conversations 

➢ More complex or less complex 
 
9.  Create an assessment that reflects the outcomes. 
 
10.  Teach the lesson – make sure you use the Gradual Release of Responsibility 
sequence while explicitly teaching the words. 
 
 

Term: 

 

My Understanding (4 is the highest): 

1 2 3 4 
 

Description of the word in MY OWN 

WORDS: 

 

 

Word in sentence that I’m currently 

studying. 

Drawing, Image, or Symbol: 

 

How will I remember this word? 
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Stop-N-Think 

Stop #1 – Warm Up: 
 
 
 
 

 Got It!       

 Need More 
Practice 

 Not Yet 

Stop #2 –  
 
 
 
 

 Got It!       

 Need More 
Practice 

 Not Yet 
 

Stop #3 –  
 
 
 
 

 Got It!       

 Need More 
Practice 

 Not Yet 
 

Stop #4 – 
 
 
 
 

 Got It!       

 Need More 
Practice 

 Not Yet 
 

Stop #5 – Closure:   
 
 
 
 

 Got It!       

 Need More 
Practice 

 Not Yet 
 

Questions I Still Have: 
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Stop-N-Think 

Primary 

Beginning 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Middle  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

End  
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The Gist on Feedback 

What are the 

types of 

feedback and 

which ones are 

the most 

powerful? 

*The most powerful type of feedback is verbal, individual, immediate, and 

perfect for that student to move him/her forward at that moment and 

time and for the future. 

Verbal – interactive back and forth talk with student  

Written – writing comments around student work, writing or projects 

Visual/demonstration – showing the student slowly how to do the skill 

Grade – not very powerful type of feedback since a C+ doesn’t explain how 

to move forward.  This is feedback on summative assessments, not 

formatives. 

Written and Grade – Students only look for the grade which usually means 

the final feedback, so why take the time to read the comments. 

What are we 

giving feedback 

toward? 

The Learning Target, their formatives, and the Criteria for Success for the 

main formative. 

Toward next chunk – ensuring they have mastered the first chunk and then 

giving feedback to move them toward the next chunk. 

Toward all future learning 

When do we 

deliver 

feedback? 

When students are chewing: practicing, doing, writing, creating, 

analyzing…any type of thinking.  

As soon as needed – seconds, minutes or next day.  There is a fine balance 

between giving it right away or allowing students to struggle a little bit 

before intervening.  Each child is different 

If student isn’t doing anything accurately, we don’t give feedback, we 

reteach. 

How long must 

the feedback 

last and to 

whom? 

It will depend on the student needs. Some feedback takes more explaining 

or modeling.  You can set up a conference time with individual students for 

about 2-3 minutes to give feedback on writing or reading.   

Most often. It takes seconds to give students tidbits to help them move 

closer to the learning target. 
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Feedback Process 

Step 1 - Check for Understanding 

Evaluating the Evidence  
Look at where student is with Learning Target, 

Formative, and Criteria for Success 

Step 2 - Find the Positives about 

Where the Student Currently Is… 

Step 3 - Next Steps:  Close the Gap 
Decisions to Make 

If student is going in the right direction with a few 

detours (mistakes, misconceptions, 

misunderstandings), take this route. 

 

Teachers Says:  Verbally share what the goal is that 

you are checking (Learning Target, subskill toward 

the LT, one criterion, etc.) 

 

Teacher Says: 

1.  What the student is doing correctly 

(strategies, efforts, attitudes, and/or 

accuracy in achieving the Learning 

Target) (SEAL of Feedback) 

 

2.  Add an attribution statement to the 

above statement.  EX:  Link to what 

he/she did well with something that 

he/she accomplished in the past or link it 

to a probable future outcome. 

1.  If student is doing everything correctly, move to 

next student or challenge the student somehow. 

2. If there were some mistakes in student work, 

point them out.  Ideas on how to do this: 

 Ask student question so he/she can determine how to 

fix it 

 Remind student of a resource he/she can use (Anchor 

Charts, Interactive Notebooks, book, internet, 

exemplars, Criteria for Success, etc.) 

 Prompt the student 

 After attempting to help the student close his/her 

gap, determine if you’ll need to show the student how 

to do this 

If student isn’t doing anything correctly toward the 

Learning Target (and you can’t find a positive 

statement to share about his/her work toward the 

Learning Target), then don’t give feedback – to help 

this student, reteach.  

Plan a time to reteach this student.  Can be in that moment (if time) or the next day.  Determine if 

others are making same mistakes and reteach a small group to be more effective. 

See Reteach Lesson Plan Template and details on how to do this more effectively and efficiently 
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SEAL of Feedback 

Feedback should be about strategies, efforts, attitudes, and Learning Targets or goals.  

(Effect Size = ________) 

We can double that Effect Size by adding an Attribution Phrase.  When you “attribute” 

cause and effect to feedback, the effect size is: ____________.   This means to link 

behavior to something you have done in the past OR list the behavior to a probable 

future outcome so you have a strong reason for today’s effort.  The “WHY” it worked. 

Examples: 

When you used the strategy of mindmapping, you were able to see the big picture and 

how the details connect to one another.  This strategy will help you answer essay 

questions very well on the upcoming quiz.  OR This strategy helped you to explain the 

big ideas to your small group. 

Your effort to solve these challenging math problems paid off.  You solved them all 

correctly and showed your thinking of each challenging step.  This will help master the 

whole process so that the last step will go much faster. 

When you had a positive attitude toward Shane’s “misbehavior”, he seemed to calm 

down when you asked him questions about why he threw that at you.  This shows 

strong emotional intelligence on your part, and it kept him in the classroom – thank 

you! 

 

Possible Feedback Stem: (past or present tense) 

 

I loved how you  

_________________________________________(S, E or A). This 

could benefit ____________ in the future by 

______________________.  OR That helped you ___________ 

yesterday or today (past). 
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When Student Answers/Work Need 

Redirecting: 

The learning target is ________. I noticed that 

you accomplished ________ with this learning 

target.  What would it take to master this 

learning target – what else do you need to do, 

learn, or include? 

Rephrase the question so the students 

understand better. 

Ask student to explain his/her reasoning.  Keep 

asking questions to get to the root of the error 

in thinking 

Use symbols, visuals, words, letters to help 

students recall the information (starts with.. 

sounds like…) 

Pose the same question to a different student if 

the student wants to pass (but check back and 

hold that student accountable) 

Ask student:  Do you want to phone a friend? 

Do you want to ask a question to clarify your 

thinking? 

Invite the class to ask this student a question. 

Paraphrase what you heard the student saying. 

When You Want Students to Dig Deeper: 

Can you give some examples? 

Tell me more. 

Can you explain the steps you took to solve that 

problem? 

What would you compare that with?  How does 

that connect with…? 

What if ________ happened, how would that 

change…? 

What are the characteristics of…?  What details 

could you add to…? 

How could you prove…?  What evidence would 

need to be present? 

How might this be viewed from the perspective 

of…? 

Possible Feedback from Teacher to Students 
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When You Want Students To Justify Their 

Thinking: 

So I think I heard you say…Is that what you 

meant? 

What did you mean when you said…? 

I’m confused by… Can you explain? 

Why do you think that? Have you thought 

about…? 

When You Want Students to Show Evidence: 

Where did you find that information?  What 

page?  What article? 

How do you know that is a credible resource? 

What paragraph did you read that in? 

What website had that information?  What 

other websites could you use? 

How do you know that? 
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Universal Prompts to Promote Thinking (student or teacher): 
(Bambrick-Santoyo, Settles, Worrell, 2013) 

Prompt When to Use 
“Tell me more.” Student gives a limited response 

“What in the story/text makes you 
think that?” 

Teacher wants a student to go back into the text to a place 
that shows the thinking 
Student uses too much personal experience in response 

“Why do you think that?” Student gives factual response; teacher wants to understand 
why student has made that conclusion 

“Why is that important?” Student gives a fact but doesn’t make an inference. 

Repeat original question (different 
words if needed) 

Student does not know how to get started on answer 

 

Habits of Discussion:  Learning to Build (Bambrick-Santoyo, Settles, Worrell, 

2013) 

Learning to Build Ideal Student Actions 
Elaborate on your Answer When prompted, add relevant details to answer 
Build off Others’ Answers Build off what the previous student said; comments 

are not in isolation. 
Evaluate Others’ Responses Use thumbs up, to the side, or down; agree/disagree 

because; I somewhat agree/disagree because 
Praise your Peers Praise each others’ work or thinking 

Prompt Peers with Universal 
Prompts 

See above table 

Hint, Don’t Tell Give a hint to another student to find the answer 
without telling him/her 

No Hands Understand wait time, and know when to prompt a 
peer in the conversation 

Lead Stay focused on the core question.  Identify when 
the sharing strays and redirect conversation 

Come Prepared in Writing Use written responses to guide discussion 
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Dynamic Duo Feedback 
Directions:  Use the teacher-provided rubric to determine the score you believe you deserve on this 

work (project, writing, lab, etc.).  List the evidence to support your score.  Have a partner do the same 

for your paper on the right-hand side. 

My Work Deserves the Score of: 
______ 

Name of Author of Work: 

This work deserves the Score of 
_____ 

Name of Assessor: 
Evidence to Support my Score (Use words from 

Rubric and share which where it is in your work) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evidence to Support this Score (Use words from 
Rubric and share which where it is in your work) 
 

Strengths of the Work: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strengths of the Work: 

How I will improve it after this analysis: 
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Feedback FOR Learning 
Name: _______________________________________    Date: __________________ 
Assignment Title: _______________________________________________________ 

The Criteria for this Assignment (describe with a list): 
 
 
 
 

My Opinion: 
1.  My strengths within this assignment are: 

•   

•   

•   

2.  What I need to continue to work on is: 

•   

•   

•   

 

Feedback from a Peer: 
1.  The strengths that I see in this assignment are: 

•   

•   

•   

2.  The growth opportunities are: 

•   

•   

•   

Feedback from the teacher: 
1.  The strengths that I see in this assignment are: 

•   

•   

•   

2.  The growth opportunities are: 

•   

•   
Adapted from Chappuis, Jan. (2009)  Seven Strategies of Assessment for Learning 
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Feedback FOR Learning EXAMPLE 
Name:   Alec Boxer                                                                                             Date:   11/5 
Assignment Title:   Mindmapping Your Country 

The Criteria for this Assignment (describe with a list): 

• Identify the most important information about my country’s work (industry), shared 

ideas, religions, customs, education, tools and government. 

• Graphically display information in similar chunks around my country’s flag (mindmap) 

• Use colors, printed words or short phrases and graphics to represent the ideas 

• Created 3 higher level questions about my country for the class to answer after the 

presentation 

• Defined at least 5 vocabulary terms within mindmap. 

• Purpose: This mindmap will help me present the ideas in an organized manner. 

My Opinion: 
1.  My strengths within this assignment are: 

• I have the best and most current facts because of the cool websites I found  

•  My drawings are very details 

•  My questions were written at the highest level. 

2.  What I need to continue to work on is: 

•  I think I misspelled words 

•  I’m wondering if the graphics I Googled are the most accurate – better double check 

•  I need to rehearse this information better so I can present it 

 

Feedback from a Peer: 
1.  The strengths that I see in this assignment are: 

•  Cool pictures Alec! 

•  You have tons of facts – where did you find them for “tools” 

•  Your flag is very detailed. 

2.  The growth opportunities are: 

•  You have 5 misspelled words – that I noticed! 

•  Hey dude – you need more facts for education! 

•  I don’t understand question #2 

Feedback from the teacher: 
1.  The strengths that I see in this assignment are: 

•  Your phrases on the mindmap are succinct and clear – good job! 

•  Your questions will really challenge the group – esp. #2 

•  You are an amazing artist that can share facts through a picture – super job! 

2.  The growth opportunities are: 

•  I would like to see more specific information for government and education 

•  Practice your presentation – this mindmap will guide your thoughts well! 
 

Adapted from Chappuis, Jan. (2009)  Seven Strategies of Assessment for Learning. 
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PQP+ Feedback Form 

Author of the Writing: ___________________________  

Author of THIS Feedback: _________________________ 

Date: __________ 

PRAISE 

• I like the way… 

• I like the part… 

• I noticed that… 

• This reminds me of… 

1. 

2. 

QUESTION 

• Ask questions about things you 
want to know more about or 
don’t quite understand: 

• Why did you… 

• How could you have… 

• Did you think about… 

• What if you did… 

1. 

2. 

POLISH 

• Give suggestions to improve the 
writing.  Writer can accept or 
reject any suggestions.   

• Explain why and how the 
suggestion could improve the 
writing. 

 

1. 

 

2. 

+ Plan to Change 

What pieces of feedback will you 
incorporate into your writing. What is 
your plan for improving your writing 
after this process? 

By Author: 
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Fix-Up Toolkit (Grades K-3)  

Name of Reader: ______________ 

Name of Partner: _______________ 

*Partner will place tally marks next to the tool that was used when 

the reader was stuck. 

____ Get your lips ready to say the first sound – just try it! 

____ Stretch out the word slowly. 

____ Find the chunks in the word and blend them all together to form the word. 

____ Skip the word and go back at end of sentence. 

____ Flip the vowel sound to long or short vowel sound 

____ Try another word until it makes sense then check for accuracy 

____ Reread tricky parts slowly; visualize what you reread, retell what you reread. 

____ Look for clues in the picture or sentence to help you figure out a tough word. 

____ Stop to ask questions about the text. 

____ Just stop and think about what you just read; paraphrase or summarize. 

____  Ask a peer or teacher when none of these tools work. 

Self-Monitoring Reflection 

I was confused by: ___________________________________ on page _____.  I was 

confused because: _____________________________________________.  I tried the 

following Fix-Up Tool: _______________________________.  I now 

understand________________________________________________________. A 

new Fix-Up Tool that tried today was: ________________________________. 
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Fix-Up Toolkit (Grades 4-12) 

Name of Reader: _______________ 

Name of Partner: _______________ 

*Partner will place tally marks next to the tool that was used when the reader was stuck. 

____ Reread tricky parts slowly; visualize what you reread; retell what you reread. 

____ Look for clues in the paragraph to help you figure out a tough word. 

____ Go learn more about the content before reading further (build up background 

knowledge on the topic within the book); Google. 

____ Stop to ask questions about the text; Create questions for clarification. 

____ Make a connection between the text and your life, another text, or what you 

know about the world to see if correct meaning-making occurred. 

____ Just stop and think about what you just read; paraphrase or summarize. 

____ Adjust your reading rate:  slow down or speed up. 

____ Look up a word in dictionary if there aren’t context clues. 

____ Stop to highlight, mark or tag a thought in the confusing area. 

____ Ask a peer or teacher when none of these tools work. 

Self-Monitoring Reflection 

I was confused by: ___________________________________ on page _____.  I was 

confused because: _____________________________________________.  I tried the 

following Fix-Up Tool: _______________________________.  I now understand 

__________________________________________________________________. 

A new Fix-Up Tool that tried today was:_________________________________. 
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Conferring with Readers - Nuts and Bolts 
 

Purpose 

• Move the reader to the next reading level by coaching him/her on the individual needs as a 
reader 

• Identify reader’s strengths and growth opportunities 
  

Component  Information 

Research 
Listen & 
Diagnose 

• Listen to the student read aloud right from where he/she is 

• If there are accuracy issues, stop there; if not, move toward fluency 
feedback 

• If fluency is solid, ask student to retell 

• If retell is solid, ask student comprehension questions 

• If comprehension is solid, ask inference questions 

• Diagnose: 
✓ One thing they’re doing well 
✓ One thing they need to work on 

Compliment 

• Always start by complimenting the scholar on ONE thing he/she is 
doing well 

• Gives student confidence as a reader 

• Reinforces something he/she may not even realize is being done 

• Scholar buys in to whatever you’re going to say next 

Teach & Model 

• Teach ONE thing 

• Don’t sugar coat—tell the student what he/she is NOT doing well 

• Explicitly state what they need to do differently  

• Model  

• Make sure you’re teaching the reader in a way that allows him/her 
to apply skill to ALL texts, not just the one at hand 

Try 
• Ask the student if he/she is ready to try 

• Listen to him/her practice 

• Praise or reteach – Try again if needed 

Connect/Link 

• Restate teaching point and remind student to do this every time he 
or she is reading 

• Remind student you will be holding him/her accountable 

• OPTION:  Create a Bookmark so student is reminded of this point 
while reading from Book Box (Independent Reading) 
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 Reading Conferring Notes 

Student: __________________________ 

Date: Compliments: Teaching Point & Other Notes: 
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Daily Lesson Plan 
Subject/Unit: _______________________________________________   Grade: _______  Date: ________ 
 
Standard: 
 
Learning Target: I can 

Main Formative Assessment: 

Criteria for Success (check type): 

 Rubric 

 Self-Assessment 

 Checklist 

 Peer Assessment 

 Exemplars 

 Other: _________ 

Criteria for Success (explain details): 

 

 

The Chunk Explained: 
What Teacher Will Do 

*Star any differentiation strategies 

The Chew Explained: 
What Students Will Do 

*Place the Main Formative Assessment from 
above section in the appropriate chunk 

*Star any differentiation strategies 

Checking For Understanding; 
(Check all that apply) 

 

Beginning Chunks (I Do) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Exit Ticket/Final Stretch Check 

 Electronic Tools 

 Dry Erase Boards – quick checks 

 Turn & Talk Discussion (verbal 

responses) 

 Teacher Observation – document on 

Cruisin’ Clipboard 

 Writing 

 Self-Assessment/Peer Assessment 

 The Main Formative- evidence 

 Other: ___________________ 
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Middle Chunk (We Do) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Exit Ticket/Final Stretch Check 

 Electronic Tools 

 Dry Erase Boards – quick checks 

 Turn & Talk Discussion (verbal 

responses) 

 Teacher Observation – document on 

Cruisin’ Clipboard 

 Writing 

 Self-Assessment/Peer Assessment 

 The Main Formative- evidence 

Other: ___________________ 

Middle Chunk (Two Do) – Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Exit Ticket/Final Stretch Check 

 Electronic Tools 

 Dry Erase Boards – quick checks 

 Turn & Talk Discussion (verbal 

responses) 

 Teacher Observation – document on 

Cruisin’ Clipboard 

 Writing 

 Self-Assessment/Peer Assessment 

 The Main Formative- evidence 

Other: ___________________ 

Ending Chunk (closure) (You Do) 
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How to Find Time To Address the Results of Data 
After looking at pre-assessment and formative assessment results, there are many decisions to 

make (See list of decisions).  Following is a list of ways to find time to meet the needs of 

students: 

DURING THEIR SCHEDULED CLASS TIME (reteach or prime): 

• During Warm-Up 

• During Closure of lesson 

• During the Instructional Cha Cha’s – (Chunk-Chew-Check-

Change) 

• During Independent Practice 

• During a review for an upcoming test 

• Create a tiered lesson 

• While others work on Anchor Activities 

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM TIME (These ideas might need whole-school 

discussion)(reteach or prime): 

• Homeroom Time (if applicable); Advisor/Advisee Time 

• Special Support Blocks of Time 

• Before or After School 

• During lunch 2 days a week (3 days a week – extended lunch) 

• Academic Boot Camp – all hands on deck – every teacher on team 

reteaches or extends the standard based on benchmark results or 

daily data.  Options: Intense time before test 2-3 times a week per 

month; Rotation Stations on the standards that need more time; 

Friday afternoons; etc. 

• Flexible or Modified Schedules 
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Examples of Re-Teaching 
 

1. Error Analysis: Post questions with errors and have students find those errors in small 

groups. The students will help each other, and then you debrief as a class.   Once 

students learn to find the common problems, they won’t repeat them in practice 

questions or assignments.  This is most successful when used with student work.  For 

example, put real examples of student writing and allow them to locate where commas 

or semicolons should be located. 

2. Break It Down into Smaller Chunks:   After the error analysis, decide how to take the 

misunderstood concept or skill and teach it so you can break it down into its smallest 

components.  For example, when teaching how to do long division – just do one step 

with students, have them practice that one step with several different division 

problems.  Then add the next step of subtract.  Practice that step several times.  After 

each practice and check, students should give teacher feedback on their level of 

confidence with each step.  Teachers should have many strategies ready to go to help 

students with each chunk. 

3. Think Aloud: If students didn’t understand a process after an explanation or video, try 

modeling the process for them while explaining your thinking. Stop to discuss common 

misconceptions and describe why you are doing what you are doing. Whenever you can, 

remember to describe what you wonder about. Watching an expert explain what he or 

she thinks while doing a process helps most students understand more fully. 

4. Sketch- It:  This is a great way to help students visualize the content.  After a chunk of 

material, give students time to briefly sketch the key points they need to remember.  

For example, students might return to a story and sketch the sequence of a story.  Or, 

rather than have students “copy” notes from a PowerPoint, which often takes the entire 

period, the teacher provides the students with the PowerPoint and students sketch key 

points. 

5. Kinesthetic Teaching:  Allow students to “act out” their vocabulary words.  In the 

primary grades this could be position words (over, under, beside, beneath) progressing 

to be able to demonstrate key concepts in your content area (right angle, judicial 

branch, etc.)  

6. Organizational Tools:  Interactive notebooks, Cornell Notes, Thinking Maps are all 

excellent ways to help students organize the amount of content and help the teacher 

and student to see misconceptions in action.   
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7. Pneumonic Devices:  These are excellent ways to help the brain store information.  Most 

of us today still use “HOMES” to recall the Great Lakes, or “Dead Monkeys Smell Bad” to 

recall the steps of division (divide, multiply, subtract, bring down). 

8. Tactile Teaching:  Allow students to use a variety of textures.  For example, a 

kindergarten teacher reteaches blending using sandpaper letters.  Students “feel” the 

two letters and blend the sound.  Or, a science teacher gives students Wiki Stix to use to 

create and demonstrate the concept of the water cycle. 

9. Color-Code Key Points:  Often steps in a process can be broken down and completed in 

different colors.  For example, students who were unable to remember the steps in the 

scientific process were allowed to record their notes in their science journal using a 

different colored map pencil for each step. 

10. Target the Student:  Use strategies that complement the students’ learning preferences 

and strengths so they will acquire the concept or skill much faster.  Match the most 

powerful strategies with their preferences for a quick reteach that they won’t forget! 
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Close the Gap!  “Change” Instruction 

Re-teaching Plan – Small Group Mini Lessons 

What? 
What was taught?  Data?  

Errors? 

So What? 
What is needed? 

Now What? 
How will I respond? 

Steps for Mini Lesson 
Learning Target Taught: 
 
 

Error #1: 
 
 

 
Student Names Minor Errors Major Errors 

   

   

   

   

   

   
 

Skills, Tools, Strategies, Questions, 
Concepts that they need: (list) 

Mini-Lesson Learning Target: 
 
 
Steps to Teach this Skill (I Do, We Do, Two Do, You Do) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exit Ticket: 

Error #2: 
 
 

 
Student Names Minor Errors Major Errors 

   

   

   

   

   

   
 

Skills, Tools, Strategies, Questions, 
Concepts that they need: (list) 

Mini-Lesson Learning Target: 
 
 
Steps to Teach this Skill (I Do, We Do, Two Do, You Do) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exit Ticket: 
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